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A few new (to the track) engines were
seen. Noel Ashton brought a Juliet for a
steam test and Ron Collins brought along a
7¼” Gauge 0-4-0 loco on loan from its
builder/owner living in Albany.
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Phil Hartley brought along a 3½” Gauge
Mountaineer. Also running were
Blowfly, Firefly and the 5” Gauge 66
Class GBRf diesel, the latter testing the
ground level track for the first time.
(Continued on page 4)
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Above: A good day for a steam-up! Ed Brown in
the driver’s seat of the 7¼” Gauge 0-4-0 .

May General Meeting

June General Meeting

The May General Meeting was held on Friday
13 May 2011 at the Lindsay Adams Meeting Room
commencing at 8:00pm, chaired by Secretary Paul
James.

The June General Meeting was held on Friday
10 June 2011 at the Lindsay Adams Meeting Room
commencing at 8:00pm, chaired by Andrew Manning.

The full Minutes of Meeting are enclosed with
Steamlines as a separate Supplement for members.
Some highlights of general interest are reproduced here.
Model Engineering:
Laurie Morgan showed members an optical fibre bore
scope device which can be plugged into a standard USB
port. It was 10mm in diameter, had a long flexible cable
and an attached mirror. Laurie suggested that such a
device would be ideal for inspecting inside boilers etc.
Laurie also explained to members how the angle of a
packing gland can be calculated mathematically so as to
machine these using a dividing head.
Ray Bradley displayed an extremely well made model
of a 1730 three masted warship. Ray mentioned that this
had taken him around 15 months to complete. The
construction was absolutely authentic using traditional
frame and plank construction.
Steve Reeves had a 5 inch gauge Simplex chassis,
boiler and pair of cylinders for sale. For further
information contact Steve.
The formal meeting closed at 8:55pm. Following a
short break a DVD showing some highlights from the
2009 Great Dorset Steam Fair was shown for 35
minutes to round off the meeting.
Paul James
Secretary

Model Engineering:
There were no model engineering items on show.
Andrew told members of an electric train ride he
ventured on down a cave in Slovenia while on his recent
holiday. He mentioned that it went at breakneck speed
down a spiral track for about 2 kilometres after which he
had lengthy walking section and around a 2 kilometre
horizontal ride out.
Meeting closed at 9:20pm, followed by drinks and a
good chat.

July General Meeting
The July General Meeting was held on Friday
8 July 2011 at the Lindsay Adams Meeting Room
commencing at 8:00pm, chaired by Andrew Manning.
Model Engineering:
There were no model engineering items on show.
Andrew gave members information from the visit to
Port Headland by himself John Shugg, Laurie Morgan
and Ken Austin. Some suggestions for unloading ore
wagons were discussed and we are to look further into a
spiral unloading idea. Laurie discussed some problems
associated with this approach. Slides showing FMG
proposed expansion over the next few years were
shown.
Meeting closed at 9:30pm, followed by drinks and a
good chat.

Progress on the Ground Level Track

Photos of Gilbert in the rain working the ballast train, and John Hudson and Ken Cooper fabricating track.
Photos: Andrew Manning
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President’s Report for July
The Society has had a great last couple of months with
members putting in a lot of effort and time to pull off the
various activities. During the last two months we have
experienced one of our busiest run days ever, the 3 day
AMRA show. We have made great progress on the
GLT, we received the LotteryWest grant and
participated in the ore car challenge with Fortescue
Metals Group.
The April run day was full-on with both the GLT and
elevated track running at capacity. The station queue
extend ed up the step s and on to the
crossover. Fortunately we had a great turnout of
members to support activities. The day did show
however that the station is inadequate for such
crowds. On the June run day we experimented with
elevated track being serviced by a station directly off the
picnic grounds.
The June run day was not as busy and we had a great
turn up of members. Steve Reeves was kept busy
inspecting boilers, some new to the Society, and we
were also able to spend some time on training
drivers. To some extent the run day is also becoming a
club day as there are sufficient members turning up to
allow a mix of activities. AMRA was well supported,
though the Monday was a stretch for those who turned
up.
The LotteryWest grant has been confirmed and we have
selected a ride-on mower (Australian built), and the poly
tanks are on order. The bore will be put into service as
soon as we get the new power distribution completed to
the bore and steaming bay.
The GLT is closing quickly on the cutting crossover,
now 80% complete. The automation of station signals
and points was completed prior to the June run day and
worked successfully for the run day. A terrific effort by
Dennis Lord.
The invitation to participate in a challenge to identify
alternative methods of unloading iron ore cars to speed
up the process was taken up by members and a
collection of ideas were developed. Four members of the
Society were invited to attend an ideas workshop with
FMG engineers and Managers to work through the
collection of ideas that we and they had developed.
Three ideas were identified to take forward, two of
which we were instrumental in bringing forward and
explaining. The Society has been invited to build a
concept demonstration model of one of the ideas we put
up. Fortescue Metals has generously offered to fund
some development work on the site in recognition of our
contribution.
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by Andrew Manning

Further Update — end of July:
The ground level track is rapidly nearing completion and
we can now start thinking about a formal opening before
the end of the year. This has been an incredible effort by
a small band of members.
The LotteryWest tanks are on site and work has started
on ground works to position them in an elevated position
against the tunnel mound.
The club run day on 10 July was one of the best club
days I have experienced. There were some 20 members
participating in boiler testing, learning to fire up a
locomotive and driving one. We had 3 new locos on
show. Tom Winterbourn and partner provided a much
appreciated hot lunch for all.
I propose that we try to repeat this formula every other
club run day. Surely this is one of the main reasons we
are members of the Society, to enjoy our models and the
company of others with similar interests. The next club
play day will be Sunday 11 September. Perhaps it could
be a traction engine day!
With all of the construction activities going on, the
grounds are looking a bit rundown and untidy. If any
members have time on Saturday to help out whippersnipping or raking up sticks in the picnic area, their help
would be appreciated.
The run days have been fun for members with time for a
chat and the odd bit of boiler testing.
The next general meeting will be on Friday 12 August.
Make this a show night, bring along your current project
or an interesting item to talk about.
The club day on Sunday 14 August will be a work-bee
day. The Tuesday morning group need some help. We
need to get the new tanks installed and there is some
excavation work to be done along the sides of the
elevated track. Bring your shovel! Lunch will be
provided.
All the best, come and participate in your Society’s
activities.
Andrew Manning
President
A completed
section of
the GL track
ready for an
XPT
express!
Photo:
Andrew
Manning
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Member’s Run Day 10 July 2011 (cont...)

by John Shugg

(Continued from page 1)

Blowfly’s cylinder lubrication was a bit iffy so it was
withdrawn later in the day, but several candidates will
receive Class 2 Licences and after a few hours further
“driving under supervision” the licences will then be
upped to Class 3. So the day had a positive outcome, as
desired, thanks to Jim Crawford who conducted the
practical driver training. The necessary theory courses
will follow another day.
The 0-4-0 did a few circuits with Ron in charge, then
others had a turn driving, and quite a few remarked on the
free steaming provided by the Briggs steel boiler. It is a
powerful addition to the loco fleet.
Around 1:15pm we were very pleased to hear the call to
lunch, and our grateful thanks go to Tom Winterbourn
and Jenny for providing the BBQ’d steak and sausages,
the rolls, salad and hot sliced potatoes provided to those
present. Great food!

In closing, we saw Firefly go off with its new Dad and
are very pleased that the loco will remain with a club
member.
Some more photos taken on the day by Paul James are
included.
John Shugg

AMRA Photos
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A Railway in Waiting

Four years ago in October I tried to retire but it has not
happened. I have a customer who will not let go but I
have told all and sundry that it will happen this year.
End of May my wife and I go on a cruise then I have
two big CNC machines to install in June/July, then that
is it (I have a bottle of Grange on it with a friend so it
has to happen!)
Then I can start my Jobs In Progress sheet which starts
with attending the Model Engineering club meetings at
Balcatta every Tuesday and weekends during the winter
months, next is to lay the track I have had for the past 4
years.

by Les Harris

Does anyone have any ideas how I can enforce this
retirement plan as my wife has threatened me that it has
to happen. I know I am only a youngster (65 on the 28
May) among most of you so I need guidance please!
Thanks and look forward to August 2011.
I have attached some photos of my project showing the
train and my track and piles of sleepers — all in waiting!
Les Harris

Yes, it was for my 1st retirement then to put my beautiful
train on the tracks and play like a kid when I want.

AALS and its Codes
Inevitably the Donkey Vote carried the day. The AALS
Directors proposed a change to an existing Code of
Practice for Operations and Training (“Code”) provision
about 7¼” Gauge car lengths (and five inch cars too), “to
change the general dimensions to be general and typical
and consistent.”
The result at the 2011 Convention AGM is that maximum
passenger car lengths for 7¼ gauge trains should now be
2.5 metres or say about 8 feet 4” long. The motion as
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by John Shugg

proposed carried no exemptions for the many longer
cars now in service around the clubs following
approval in 1999 to have car lengths up to 3.6 metres.
Why this reduction in length was proposed or was even
considered desirable is just astounding. The Directors
now might care to refer to the meaning of due care
and diligence in their dictionaries.
There is no suggestion it was a safety issue in the
justification given. Many clubs safely and efficiently
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AALS and its Codes
(Continued from page 5)

operate these long cars. It’s the principle involved in
making that change that is so reprehensible because it
could possibly be detrimental to many member clubs.
That word SHOULD was used, please note. Is that
significant? Everyone, it seems, seriously thinks that this
is an advisory, an optional term - in the generic sense of
the word - so you are free to disregard the Code
recommendation - no worries! REALLY? It’s not
mandatory, as the words MUST or SHALL are
concerned, that is true, but just how much latitude and
discretion do you suppose this gives you to do your own
thing outside the reach of the Code of Practice?
What if a code departure of sorts was a factor, innocent
or otherwise, in an Incident? The fact that the majority
of your peers decided that the practice you had adopted
was not within their collective wisdom is going to
enhance your legal standing, or will it DETRACT from
your position? Ask the jury.
After an accident which brings the lawyers around,
chasing the ambulances, the onus of showing that your
operation was safe, though you didn’t exactly comply
with all Code requirements, falls squarely back on the
club concerned. Well, that isn’t too surprising, you
expect to be tested for negligence and its degree when
an incident occurs. It may have been one less issue to be

(cont...)

by John Shugg

concerned about, at the most harrowing time for a club,
if you had been less adventurous and opted to stay
within the supposedly collective protection of the Code
of practice as most other clubs may do.
What is the Code for? To protect our privilege of selfregulation as a hobby may be part of the answer, so we
stick closely to the rules. If the culture of “it’s only
advisory” (to an undefined degree) prevails we may lose
the right to our own self determination if we stray too far
from the collective wisdom and the best-practice that
Codes usually entail. If you administer a Code of
Practice and know and expect that it may be ignored, or
create that climate, why have a Code in the first place?
The need is to have the Code terms as OPEN and as
FLEXIBLE AS POSSIBLE consistent with safe
operations and evolving practice, then leave it at that.
The Code speed limit of 20 kph is a good qualified
example, isn’t it!?
The AALS in future will surely NOT try to stifle
innovation and initiative in relation to car lengths, for
example, by changing the Code of Practice away from
the terms the clubs formerly enjoyed.
We MUST rescind the car-length motion so that
operators with “long” cars SHALL, once again,
unambiguously fall within the ambit and scope of the
Code.
John Shugg

FOR SALE
HAFCO Sandblaster — similar to a model SB200 as
supplied by Hare & Forbes. $150.
Please contact Ken Austin for details on 9409 2336
(home) or 9209 3531 (work).

NEWS ITEMS WANTED
As always, I need more items for Steamlines. Have you
seen, been or done something of interest to other Model
Engineers recently?
Another view of the Model Engineering stands at the AMRA weekend.
Photo: Andrew Manning

How about a few words and photos showing your
current project? Or an article about somewhere you’ve
been? Or a short article on how you solved some
workshop problem? Please email your material to:
jimclark@hardwareandsoftware.com.au

or post c/o Secretary, PO Box 681, Balcatta, WA 6914
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Photos from AMRA Weekend
Northern Districts Model
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All photos: Andrew Manning
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